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Introduction
Etherice aims to redefine the standards of staking, 
leading the way forward to better profit based 
experiences for our users.

Users can buy Etherice Tokens (ETR) with Ethereum 
(ETH) on our user-friendly dApp. They can then stake 
their tokens to ETH dividends from the daily auction 
lobby.

Our platform is expertly crafted with an array of 
protocols that allow users to deploy strategic game 
theory. This allows the chance to generate maximum 
profits without having to rely on selling ETR tokens in a 
‘swap’ to realize profits.

Welcome to the future of staking, welcome to Etherice.



Features
The Etherice platform presents a wide array of features 
with simple site navigation and various functions to suit 
your trading style. Here in our whitepaper we’ll give you 
an understanding of what Etherice has to offer. 

Learn about our Auctions, Staking, how Ethereum 
Dividends are distributed, Buying & Selling stakes on 
our marketplace, our Loaning protocols, referral system, 
lottery, tokenomics and even how to use Game Theory 
to get the most out of Etherice.

Your insights to a better staking experience begins here.



Auctions
Our auctions are where you’ll purchase your Etherice 
(ETR) tokens for staking, each day there will be one 
auction. 

Users bid for shares of the auctioned ETR tokens with 
Ethereum (ETH), at the end of auctions you can claim a 
share of ETR tokens equal to the % of ETH you deposited 
in that day’s auction. 

I.e if you deposit 1 ETH in an auction that has raised 10 
ETH, you would receive 10% of the ETR tokens that day.

You can then stake your ETR tokens and begin 
accumulating ETH dividends.

On Day 1 - three million ETR tokens will be minted and 
put up for auction. There are auctions daily, each day the 
token supply minted and put up for auction will be 3% 
less than the previous day’s auction.



Staking & Dividends
Staking is the main feature of our platform, allowing users 
to earn ETH dividends for passive profits.

Dividends are the rewards paid to users daily for staking 
on our platform.

Staking is akin to a high-yield savings account - it is the 
process of locking your ETR tokens inside of our staking 
contract and in return you’re rewarded with passive 
income through dividends paid out in ETH. 

First purchase ETR tokens in our auctions, then stake them 
in our user-friendly dapp. This will lock your ETR tokens in 
our staking contract - earning ETH dividends daily for your 
allotted staking period. 

Once your staking period has ended your ETR tokens will 
‘unlock’, allowing you to un-stake your ETR tokens and 
claim your ETH dividends. Once ETH dividends are claimed 
- you can re-stake your ETR tokens for further dividends.   

ETH dividends are paid out from the previous auctions 
across a period of up to 30 days.



Buy & Sell Marketplace
Buying & selling stakes are options provided in Etherice that 
broaden the field of earning potential within our platform.

You can’t sell ETR tokens in a swap, but you can sell your 
‘stakes’ to others in our marketplace. 

In our marketplace users can see ETR stakes listed, how many 
days remain on the stake, how much ETR is staked, the stakes 
accumulated ETH dividends and the price for the stake.

As a seller, you would sell your staked ETR tokens and your 
stakes accumulated ETH dividends for Ethereum. 

As a buyer -  once a stake is purchased, you will keep all Eth 
dividends accumulated by the stake, available to you along 
with the ETR tokens once the stake unlocks. When purchased 
the ownership of the stake will be transferred to your Defi 
wallet, this process happens automatically.



Loaning
Loaning provides Etherice users with realized profits before 
their staking periods ends, without selling.

Once your ETR stake has accumulated ETH dividends - you 
can request a loan up to the value of the ETH Dividends in your 
stake. 

The loan request must factor in the interest you’re willing to pay 
the loaner. Your loan requested + interest can not exceed the 
current value of the ETH Dividends your stake has accumulated.

The loaner would provide you with ETH now, with a guarantee 
that they will profit when your stake unlocks. 

I.e If your stake has accumulated 6 ETH in dividends, you 
could request a loan for 5 ETH with 1 ETH interest. If the loaner 
agrees, you receive 5 ETH now, with 6 ETH from your dividends 
automatically contracted to the loaner when your stake unlocks. 

Any further dividends accumulated outside of the 6 ETH loan 
repayment during your staking period - would be yours to keep.



Referrals
Etherices referral system allows both referrers 
and referees to benefit from token bonuses.

You can refer people to Etherice for mutual 
benefits using our referral links, a unique link will 
be generated for you to give to your referee. Once 
your referee uses your link, purchases ETR tokens 
in our auction and stakes them - you will both 
receive a token bonus once their stake unlocks. 

As the referrer, you will receive a 3% ETR token 
bonus and the referee will receive a 1% ETR token 
bonus, minted automatically from our contract. 
Both parties win and you’re able to stake your 
new tokens for further Eth dividends.



Lottery
The Etherice lottery can be won daily - buy big to win big!

Each day a lottery pool accumulates Eth built up from 1% of our 
daily auctions total, this lottery can be won on any day. 

Initially our lottery will accumulate until day 10. The biggest 
buyer in our ETR auctions on day 10 will win the lottery on day 
11. From then on - the lottery can be won on any day 

by placing a buy in the auction that is higher than the current 
top buy of all time. 

The top buy (to beat) is reduced by 5% each day. When there is 
a winner, they will receive 30% of the lottery pool, 30% will go 
to a rewards wallet for future use, 30% will rollover to the next 
lottery and 10% is put towards marketing and development. 

To enter our lottery - simply buy ETR from our auction on the 
day you wish to enter, if your buy beats our ‘biggest buy’ then 
by the end of the day it will win our lottery pool. Winners can 
claim their rewards from our lottery page the following day.



Game Theory

Staking StrategiesBuying Strategies

Utilizing the daily auction system, users are able to see on a day by day basis whether this is the best day to enter or not. Our robust staking system then encourages 
our users to create multiple stakes of different time lengths to benefit from the platform.

Though there is no guaranteed winning strategy, through examining strategies that analysts have cultivated - we can determine some of the best options within that 
system.

There is unlimited flexibility when it comes to staking, with the 
emphasis being on users choice, however there is one proven 
key strategy:

The Multiple Stake Route
Having multiple stakes of differing lengths is advisable. For 
example:

• One long stake up to the cap of staking days (60 days) for 
profit taking.

• One medium length stake for profit taking and DCA’ing 
dividends back into the auction.

• One Short length stake for pure DCA’ing.

This strategy allows the user to remain competitive within the 
auction and share rate, whilst also having sizeable dividend 
paydays available via the medium and long stakes!

The Day 1 Ape Strategy
Buying ETR tokens on Day 1 gives users the opportunity to stake immediately, enabling the 
fastest reception of ETH dividends. The ‘Ape Strategy’ involves buying as large of a share of ETR 
tokens as you can for the biggest immediate dividend payments, stake your tokens, then ‘forget’ 
until your staking period unlocks. This strategy has proved popular in similar past platforms.

The Day 1 ape also helps support the project, with more funds being allocated to buy backs & 
development.

The DCA Strategy
The more ETR you have staked, the greater share of ETH dividends you’ll receive.

As such - our auctions can be approached in a tactical manner.

Buying ETR tokens on busy auction days means that there are more buyers to divide the 
auctioned tokens between, inversely this means quieter auctions divide a greater share of ETR 
tokens between less buyers for a lower cost, allowing you to accumulate more ETR for less. 

This is the equivalent to ‘buying the dip’ or ‘Dollar cost averaging’.

Since tokens are sold every day and dividend rewards are distributed over up-to 30 days, 
there is never a bad day to buy in terms of gaining more share rate. Utilizing dips will keep you 
competitive within the platform and keep you earning high % returns for months to come.



Distribution/Supply
The Etherice native token, ETR, is the token minted 
daily for our auctions that users bid on and then stake 
for ETH dividends on our platform.

The ETR token was developed with a logarithmic 
minting system, meaning that a decreasing amount of 
tokens are minted each day, which allows for better 
management of supply in the long term as auctions 
continue.

On launch day, 3 million tokens are minted for auction. 
Each day after that, the previous days token supply 
is minted again - minus 3% and put up for the daily 
auction. 

The only other tokens that will be minted are bonus 
referral tokens, which are only minted after a user 
who has bought ETR & staked it - unlocks their stake.

ETR Tokens can not be sold on a swap, meaning 
there is never a sudden decrease in value because of 
‘chart dumping’. Users who don’t stake won’t receive 
Ethereum dividends, so excess ETR tokens that are 
not being staked - do not negatively impact users 
who are actively staking.

We also manage our ETR token supply with 
Buyback & Burns, where we use ETH funds from our 
designated BuyBack wallet to purchase ETR tokens in 
our auctions. The ETH we used to buy ETR will then 
be distributed to stakers on our platform as dividends, 
we send our purchased ETR tokens to a burn wallet - 
so we never affect our users rewards. 

Taxation
On days following when dividends are paid out from daily auctions, a tax is taken on the 
dividends for utility, growth, development and marketing.

4% Development
Development funds support Etherice in all areas, from updates to our website, contracts, 
designers, moderator team, future partnerships and other updates & expansions in our future.

Staking Tax
Our 10% staking tax helps support Etherice 
& dividend distribution - with 5% going to 
development and 5% added to the dividends 
pool.

Loaning Tax
Our loaning tax is 2%, with 1% supporting 
Etherices development and 1% added to the 
dividends pool.

1% Marketing
Our marketing funds go towards promoting Etherice across all media platforms - through the 
likes of influencers, promoted ads, youtube campaigns and more.

1% Buyback & Burn
The buyback & burn funds allows us to help keep our ecosystem healthy by topping up ETH 
dividends and removing ETR tokens from supply.

1% Future Reward Pool
The future rewards funds go towards community rewards for uses such as competitions, 
prizes and giveaways.

1% Lottery Pool
Our lottery tax contributes more funds to our lottery, giving bigger incentives for people to 
enter and a bigger reward to be won.



Roadmap
The Etherice roadmap provides 
our users with an insight into 
our development journey and 
project vision, showing our 
past achievements, our current 
progress and future project 
milestones. 

As Etherice evolves our 
roadmap will be subject to 
updates, keeping our users up 
to date and aligned with our 
project vision. 

Prelaunch Website Development

dApp & Smart Contract Development

Community Building

Testing & Deployment of our Smart Contracts

Influencer Onboarding

Bug Testing

Launch

The Future

Community building

Etherice Strategery explanations

Day 1 token auction

Loaning system goes live

Day 10 Lottery goes live

Day 14 announcement of the rewards system

Expansion of the Etherice ecosystem & network

New token pools being added

Expansion into other networks



Links
Here you’ll find useful links to learn more & connect 
with the Etherice community. 

Expand your knowledge and find tutorials on all 
Etherices features with our in-depth Gitbook guide, 
or click on one of our social media links to join our 
community and follow us for regular updates.

http://gitbook.etherice.app
http://etherice.app
http://twitter.com/ethericetoken
http://t.me/etherice

